
  

                    
 



Treatment / Story Line

This Story is intended to become a Major Motion Picture

Title: I Wanna Be Like Mike by King Nazir Muhammad

Actors to be selected

Soundtrack consists of : Michael Jackson Music

Plot: This is a story of a 14 yr old Caucasian boy named (Michael Grey) also 
called “ Mikey “ whose wealthy father and mother divorce and force Michael 
and his mother to move into the projects of Philadelphia.

Michael coming from an upper class private school environment at first has 
trouble adjusting to the pressures of ghetto life. But soon Michael befriends a 
neighbor named (K.D) who helps Michael with a make over which helps him 
become more “ hip “.

(K.D) Is apart of the local music scene that has dance competitions, the major 
one being called “ who is the coolest kid “. Michael wanting to fit in with the “ in 
crowd “ asks (K.D) to teach him how to dance so that he can compete in the 
competition – but Mikey has no rhythm.

But he has already signed up for the competition, which starts in a month, and he 
is far from ready. Knowing that he has no chance to win he becomes desperate 
and buys a Ouija board and summons the spirit of his favorite artist “ The King 
of Pop – Michael Jackson“ But instead of the spirit coming to teach him it possess 
him with its talent to dance.

And overnight Mikey begins to take on the persona of the king of pop and 
combined with his new talent and new found confidence he begins winning 
the dance completions and earns the respect of his peers.
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Mikey goes from a shy preppy lil white boy in the hood, to the neighborhood 
superstar and even wins the love of a beautiful girl. But the confidence that is 
coming from the spirit of Michael Jackson is not his own. – This is where he will 
be tested

During the last competition before the annual “ who is the coolest kid “ 
competition the spirit leaves Mikey mid way through a routine and leaves him 
rhythm less again. Mikey is laughed at by the other competitors and is booed 
off stage and it looks as though he is becoming the outcast again.

Mind you, the final competition is a week away and the spirit has not come back 
to Mikey and he is terrified that he cant win without it. Now he has to face a 
choice to drop out and become the outcast again or face his fear and go on stage 
and make a fool of himself.

So after a talk from his friend (K.D) about having confidence in himself no 
matter what Mikey choose to go on stage. And as he steps onto the stage and the 
song “ Billie Jean “ begins to play – the spirit of the king of pop returns.

And to everybody’s; surprise Mikey rocks the show and wins the contest, but 
more importantly he learns a valuable lesson about having confidence in 
yourself. Which is the moral of the story.

Note: The Spirit of Michael Jackson Appears in the film as a Hologram


